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We demonstrate ultrafast coherent excitation of an atomic qubit stored in the hyperfine levels of a single
trapped cadmium ion. Such ultrafast excitation is crucial for entangling networks of remotely located
trapped ions through the interference of photon frequency qubits, and is also a key component for
realizing ultrafast quantum gates between Coulomb-coupled ions.
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Recent progress in trapped ion quantum computing has
relied on the entanglement of internal electronic states
through the Coulomb-coupled motion of multiple ions
mediated by optical dipole forces [1–6]. However, these
entangling operations require that the ions be kept in a pure
motional quantum state, or at least within the Lamb-Dicke
regime, where the ions are localized to well below an
optical wavelength. Alternative entanglement schemes sig-
nificantly relax this stiff requirement at the expense of
controlling a coupling between trapped ions and ultrafast
laser pulses [7–13].

In this Letter, we implement fundamental components of
these alternative quantum logic gate schemes by using
resonant ultrafast optical pulses to drive picosecond optical
Rabi oscillations between the 5s 2S1=2 and 5p 2P3=2 states
in a single trapped cadmium ion. Such an ultrafast excita-
tion results in the spontaneous emission of at most one
photon, which is crucial for the probabilistic generation of
entanglement between ions based on the quantum interfer-
ence of photons [7–9]. By adding a second, counterpropa-
gating ultrafast pulse, we excite the atom from S1=2 to P3=2

and then coherently deexcite the atom back to the S1=2

ground state. The resulting 2@k momentum kick from the
pulse pair is a key component of ultrafast quantum logic
gates [10–12]. When the ultrafast excitation drives an
initial superposition stored in S1=2 hyperfine qubit states
of the ion, the frequency of the spontaneously emitted
photon becomes entangled with the hyperfine qubit, evi-
denced by the loss and recovery of contrast in a Ramsey
interferometer. The entanglement of trapped ion qubits
with photonic frequency qubits is critical to the operation
of quantum gates between remotely located ions [13].

A diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1(a). Individual cadmium ions are trapped in a linear
rf Paul trap with drive frequency �T=2� � 36 MHz
and secular trapping frequencies �!x;!y;!z�=2� �
�0:9; 0:9; 0:2� MHz [14]. Figure 1(b) shows the energy
levels of 111Cd� relevant for the picosecond (ps) pulse
excitation. The bandwidth of the ps pulses (�420 GHz
[15]) is much larger than both the ground state and excited
state hyperfine splittings (14.5 and 0.6 GHz, respectively)
and is much smaller than the excited state fine structure

splitting (�74 000 GHz), enabling simultaneous excitation
of all hyperfine states without coupling to the 5p 2P1=2

excited state. In addition, the pulse length is much shorter
than both the 2.65 ns excited state lifetime and the oscil-
lation period of the ion in the trap (>1 �s), allowing for
fast excitations without spontaneous emission or ion mo-
tion during the excitation pulse [14].

We prepare the ion in the F � 0, mF � 0 ground state
(j"i) through optical pumping [16]. The ion is then excited
from j"i to the P3=2 excited state F0 � 1,m0F � 0 (j"0i) by a
single linearly polarized ps laser pulse [Fig. 1(b)].
Selection rules prevent the population of the F0 � 2,m0F �
0 (j#0i) excited state. We wait a time (10 �s) much longer
than the excited state lifetime and then measure the result-
ing atomic ground state populations through fluorescence
detection [17]. All three F � 1 states are equally bright,
while the F � 0 state is dark [18]. The results for 60 000
runs at each pulse energy are fit to known bright and dark
state histograms [19] giving an average ion brightness
shown in Fig. 2(a). The probability of measuring a bright
state is 1=3 the probability of excitation to the P3=2 excited
state, as expected from the fluorescence branching ratios
[Fig. 1(b)]. Therefore, the bright state probability as a
function of pulse energy is fit to Pbright � �1=3�sin2��=2�,
where the Rabi oscillation rotation angle is � � a

����

E
p

for a
single pulse energy E (in pJ), and fit parameter a. The
single fit parameter for the data shown in Fig. 2(a) is a �
0:42� 0:01 pJ�1=2, which is on the same order as our
estimated value (0:28 pJ�1=2) based on the beam waist,
pulse length, and pulse shape. The maximum rotation
angle was approximately � � �, limited by the available
laser power.

In order to achieve net rotations larger than�, the first ps
pulse is retroreflected via a curved mirror (radius 10 cm)
and sent back to the ion as a second pulse. The time delay
between the two pulses is approximately 680 ps, corre-
sponding to the position of the retroreflecting mirror (an
optical path delay of about 20 cm), giving a probability of
spontaneous emission of �23% between the pulses. The
second pulse changes the state population of the ion
[Fig. 2(b)] by adding coherently to the rotation of the first
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pulse. However, over many runs the relative optical phase
between these rotations is scrambled, owing to the thermal
motion of the ion. We estimate that the rms extent of the
Doppler-cooled motion is about one optical wavelength.
Therefore, even though each pair of counterpropagating
pulses interacts with the ion on a time scale much faster
than the motional period of the ion, there is an incoherent
averaging over many runs of the optical phase between the
two pulses. For a two-level system without spontaneous
emission and with the same rotation angle � for both
pulses, an average of many experiments gives an excited
state population of sin2���hcos2�kxion�i for laser wave vec-
tor k and ion position xion. This has twice the Rabi rotation

angle, but only about half of the brightness of a single pulse
experiment after averaging over the motional extent of the
ion. Numerical solutions to the optical Bloch equations
(OBE) for the relevant states including spontaneous emis-
sion are shown in Fig. 2(b) for various attenuation levels of
the second pulse due to imperfect transmission of the
vacuum windows, beam clipping on the optics, and im-
perfect focusing. The OBE solution for 60% attenuation is
in qualitative agreement with the data compared to the
ideal case, where the ion brightness is larger than the
expected maximum of 1=6 due to this attenuation as well
as spontaneous emission.
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FIG. 2. (a) The ion bright state population as a function of
pulse energy. Each point represents a collection of 60 000 runs
where the ion was prepared in the dark state (j"i), a single laser
pulse was applied, and then the ion state was measured. The
collection of runs is fit to known bright/dark state histograms
[19]. As the pulsed laser drives a � pulse from the S1=2 to P3=2

states, the bright state population approaches 1=3 (horizontal
dashed line), determined by the spontaneous emission branching
ratio [Fig. 1(b)]. The data are fit to a single parameter giving a
value a � 0:42 pJ�1=2. (b) A second laser pulse, delayed by
approximately 680 ps, further drives the ion, limited by the
spontaneous emission probability (23%) and attenuation be-
tween the first and second laser pulse intensities. The solutions
to the optical Bloch equations (OBE) are shown for a second
pulse with 60% attenuation and no attenuation.
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FIG. 1. (a) A picosecond mode locked Ti:sapphire laser is
tuned to 4 times the resonant wavelength of the ground state
to the 5p 2P3=2 transition in 111Cd�. The 80 MHz pulse train is
sent through an electro-optic pulse picker, allowing the selection
of single pulses while blocking all other pulses with an extinc-
tion ratio of better than 100:1 in the infrared. This single pulse is
then frequency quadrupled through nonlinear crystals, filtered
from the fundamental (IR) and second harmonic generated
(SHG) pulses, and directed to the ion. The extinction ratio is
expected to be on the order of 108:1 in the UV. An amplified cw
diode laser is also frequency quadrupled and tuned just red of the
S1=2 to P3=2 transition for Doppler cooling of the ion within the
trap, optical pumping to the dark state (j"i) and ion state
detection using the �� cycling transition. Acousto-optic modu-
lators (AOMs) are used to switch on and off the cw laser and to
shift the optical pumping beam. Photons emitted from the ion are
collected during state detection by an f=2:1 imaging lens and
directed toward a photon counting photomultiplier tube (PMT).
(b) The relevant energy levels of 111Cd� where the �-polarized
ultrafast laser pulse excites the ion from the ground state to the
excited state. Selection rules prohibit both the j"i ! j#0i and the
j#i ! j"0i transitions. The three possible decay channels for each
excited state are shown with fluorescence branching ratios.
(c) The first ultrafast laser pulse coherently excites and the
second pulse coherently deexcites the ion.
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To show coherence in the ultrafast excitation of the ion,
we insert these optical pulses into a Ramsey interferometer
consisting of two microwave �=2 pulses (Ramsey zones).
The ion is again initialized to the dark (j"i) state, and the
first microwave �=2 pulse prepares the ion in the super-
position j"i � j#i of the ground state ‘‘clock’’ qubit, where
j#i is the F � 1, mF � 0 ground state. We then send a
single ultrafast laser pulse of variable energy to the ion,
wait a time sufficiently long for spontaneous emission, and
rotate the resultant ion state with a second microwave �=2
pulse, phase shifted with respect to the first. The ion
brightness is measured as a function of the second micro-
wave pulse phase, giving Ramsey fringes [inset of
Fig. 3(a)]. The contrast of the Ramsey fringe is extracted
from a sinusoidal fit and is shown as a function of pulse
energy [Fig. 3(a)].

The single laser pulse drives the ion to a superposition of
the P3=2 excited state clock hyperfine levels j"0i � j#0i
[Fig. 1(b)]. Upon spontaneous emission of a �-polarized
photon, the ion hyperfine and photon frequency qubits (j�ri
and j�bi, �b � �r � 13:9 GHz) are presumably in the
entangled state j"ij�ri � j#ij�bi [13,20,21]. However, in
this experiment the photon is not measured in a controlled,
precisely timed fashion. This corresponds to tracing over
the photon portion of the density matrix, which leads to a
loss of coherence in the ion superposition, leaving the ion
in a mixed state of j"i and j#i. Thus, a loss of coherence in
the Ramsey fringes is consistent with prior entanglement
between the photon frequency qubit and the ion hyperfine
qubit. The loss of contrast as a function of the pulse energy
is shown in Fig. 3(a) and is related to the ion excitation
probability [Fig. 2(a)] through spontaneous emission.

In order to show that this ultrafast excitation is coherent,
we perform a two-pulse experiment [Fig. 1(c)]. A second
pulse (delayed from the first pulse by 680 ps) is sent to the
ion between the Ramsey zones. In each individual run, the
second laser pulse adds coherently to the first pulse with
optical phase kxion as before. However, this dependence on
the optical phase can be eliminated by using an appropriate
combination of counterpropagating � pulses [18]. The
recovery of contrast in the Ramsey experiment shown in
Fig. 3(b) indicates a coherent, controlled interaction where
the first pulse transfers the superposition up to the excited
state and the second pulse partly returns the population
back to the ground state. The Ramsey fringes accumulate a
phase during the time t�� 680 ps� spent in the excited state
that is approximately �!HFt � 18:9�, where �!HF is the
frequency difference between the ground state and excited
state hyperfine splittings. By reducing the delay between
two� pulses to be much less than the excited state lifetime,
we expect full Ramsey contrast can be recovered.

We again use a numerical solution to the OBE to de-
scribe the ion-pulse interaction in the Ramsey experiments
including spontaneous emission. The value of the fit pa-
rameter a from Fig. 2(a) is used as the only free parameter
in the model, giving the solid curve in Fig. 3(a). The two
curves from the OBE in Fig. 3(b) use the value of a, the

second pulse delay (680 ps), and are shown for two differ-
ent values of attenuation of the second pulse. The OBE
solution for 60% attenuation describes well the disappear-
ance and revival of the Ramsey fringe contrast. The coun-
terpropagating pulses also impart a momentum kick of 2@k
to the ion, but since this impulse is independent of the qubit
state in this experiment, this results in a global qubit phase
and the motional state factors.

The phase shift of the Ramsey fringes [inset of Fig. 4] is
also used to make a precise measurement of the frequency
difference �!HF between the ground state and excited
state hyperfine splittings. The curved retroreflecting mirror
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FIG. 3. (a) The contrast of the phase curve in a Ramsey
experiment with the pulsed laser interjected between the two
Ramsey zones as a function of pulse energy. The contrast
disappears with a � excitation because, on spontaneous emis-
sion, the photon is measured and coherence in the ion superpo-
sition is lost. The solid curve is the OBE solution for the single
pulse. The inset shows the Ramsey fringes for no ultrafast pulse
and for the maximum pulse energy. (b) A second laser pulse,
coherently driving the population back down to the ground state,
partially recovers the phase coherence of the ion with a phase
shift of 18:9�. The inset shows the Ramsey fringes for no laser
pulses, a single � pulse, and two ultrafast pulses. The OBE
solution for 60% attenuation of the second pulse is shown as the
dashed line. The dotted line is the same model for no attenuation
of the second pulse.
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was replaced by a 7.5 cm focal length lens and a movable
flat mirror to control the temporal pulse separation. The
pulse energy was set to give a � pulse on the S1=2 to P3=2

transition, and the retroreflected pulse recovers the phase
coherence with a contrast of about 40%. The delay of the
second pulse is then varied by translating the mirror, and
the phase of each curve is extracted via a sinusoidal fit to
the data. The phase as a function of pulse delay is shown in
Fig. 4 along with the linear least-squares fit. The slope of
the line gives a frequency difference of d�=dt � �!HF �
2�	 13:904� 0:004 GHz. Compared with the known
frequency of the ground state hyperfine splitting of
14.530 GHz, this yields the excited state hyperfine splitting
of 626� 4 MHz. This measurement is insensitive to fluc-
tuations in the laser pulse energy as well as small changes
in the ion position, as both of these change the contrast but
not the phase of the Ramsey fringes. The precision of this
measurement is limited by statistics, but, in principle, this
technique appears to be limited by only the accuracy of the
pulse delay timing as well as systematic effects common
with trapped ion frequency standards [22].

Direct measurement of the probabilistic entanglement
between the atomic hyperfine and photon frequency qubits
should also be possible. The photon polarization can be
postselected using a polarizer such that only �-polarized
decays are measured and the frequency can be resolved
using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a path length
difference equal to c=2�!HF. Rotation of the frequency
qubit could then be performed by changing the path length
difference of the interferometer. One technical challenge is
the synchronization of the photon arrival time with the free

evolution of the atomic hyperfine qubit (1=�!HF � 70 ps)
[21], but this should be feasible using fast electronics and
avalanche detectors.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that a resonant ultrafast
laser pulse coherently transfers a qubit from ground to
excited hyperfine states in a single trapped ion with near
unit probability. The disappearance of atomic coherence
after spontaneous emission and the subsequent revival of
coherence following a second deexcitation pulse is consis-
tent with entanglement between the atomic hyperfine qubit
and the spontaneously emitted photon frequency qubit.
This is a key component for operating probabilistic quan-
tum logic gates that are not dependent on ion motion [13].
The resulting momentum kick is also crucial to ultrafast
quantum logic gates using Coulomb-coupled ions without
stringent motional requirements [10–12].
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FIG. 4. The phase of the Ramsey fringes as a function of the
time delay between two ps laser pulses, set by the linear trans-
lation of the retroreflecting mirror. The uncertainty in the time
delay of each point is 0.1 ps, and the uncertainty in the phase is
0.01 rad. The slope of the line gives the frequency difference
between the ground state and excited state hyperfine splittings of
�!HF � 13:904� 0:004 GHz. The inset figure shows three
Ramsey fringes for three relative delays.
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